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&THE CONTINUED SCALING of silicon fabrication

technology has led to significant reliability concerns

that are quickly becoming a dominant design

challenge. Complexity challenges in the form of

immense designs that defy complete verification, as

well as physical challenges such as silicon aging and

soft errors that impair correct system operation, are

threatening design integrity.

The Resilient-System Design Team of the Gigascale

System Research Center (GSRC) is addressing these

challenges. Its synergistic research projects include

developing near-term reliability stress reduction tech-

niques to improve today’s silicon quality, and

exploring longer-term technologies to detect, recover,

and repair faulty systems. These efforts are supported

by research on fault modeling and functional-verifica-

tion methodologies. The team’s goal is to provide

highly effective, low-cost solutions that ensure correct-

ness and reliability in future designs and technology

nodes, thus extending the lifetime of silicon technol-

ogies beyond what currently appears profitable. This

article describes four of the team’s projects.

The bumpy road ahead for silicon
As silicon technologies move into the nanometer

regime, designers must contend with a barrage of

reliability threats that lead to potentially unreliable

components and design processes. These threats arise

from various sources:

& Silicon failures and noise effects.

Shrinking lithography and lower

design tolerances make ICs in-

creasingly susceptible to manufac-

turing defects, leading to substan-

tial problems in maintaining

economically viable chip yields.

With rising power density and

nonideal threshold and supply

voltage scaling, wearout-related

permanent errors and transient soft errors be-

come increasingly common during a chip’s

lifetime. Transient errors are bound to occur at

perceivable rates in the growing market of

digital-analog-RF integrated circuitry. In emerg-

ing data transmission protocols involving multi-

GHz wireless communications systems, channel

noise and interference will limit the rate of

reliable data transmission. For memory systems,

random noise effects, such as those induced by

radioactive particles or telegraph noise, increas-

ingly jeopardize data stability, especially in low-

voltage circuits.

& Extreme process variation. Subwavelength lithog-

raphy leads to large variation in transistor

geometries and flat-band voltage. Nanoscale

devices are prone to large spatial variation in

threshold voltage caused by intrinsic aspects

such as line-edge roughness, random dopant

fluctuations, and body thickness variations in

silicon-on-insulator devices. Such variation can

lead to large spreads in circuit delay, power, and

robustness for digital ICs, and in performance for

analog ICs.

& Design errors. The growing complexity of system

hardware is defeating the enormous effort put

forth by verification engineers to ensure system

correctness. The reason is that verification is

unable to keep up with modern high-productivity
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design solutions such as SoCs, which feature

multiple complex hardware and software com-

ponents connected by a diverse set of interfaces.

Today, most, if not all, complex system designs

are released containing latent bugs, which

sometimes become evident after a design

reaches the market.

Ultimately, these challenges threaten the continued

scaling of silicon fabrication technologies. A primary

goal of transistor scaling is to reduce the cost of

electronic devices. As devices scale to smaller

geometries, however, they become less reliable,

necessitating the inclusion of reliability mechanisms.

Reliability costs range from service and replacement to

built-in solutions entailing area and design resources.

These costs are increasing at technology nodes with

higher natural failure rates, which require more robust

and finer-grained reliability techniques. As Figure 1a

shows, the financial impact of reliability infrastructures

will eventually make CMOS-based silicon scaling

economically unfeasible. Figure 1a shows current cost

trends of transistor fabrication and built-in or service-

based reliability solutions. Figure 1b shows how low-

cost built-in reliability techniques can lower the overall

cost of silicon products.

Toward reliable silicon fabrics
One key GSRC research area is resilient-system

design. The research group at work on this topic is

investigating the problem broadly, from quantifying

functional and physical reliability threats to develop-

ing customizable, extensible, and cost-effective design

methodologies. At the core of the effort is the

investigation of solutions incorporating vertically

integrated technologies that draw from circuit, micro-

architecture, and software innovations and are appli-

cable to both processors and heterogeneous front

ends. We strive to develop flexible solutions that are

easily adaptable to different applications and system

domains, and that are extendible to other reliability

issues such as software defects.

Deploying resiliency mechanisms is often a chal-

lenge, especially if they are being deployed before the

onset of the failures they target. Too often, designers

perceive the reliability infrastructure as a burdensome

tax to be paid only as a last resort in accomplishing

dependability goals. However, if designers can lever-

age a resiliency mechanism to further enhance system

value, the additional benefits it brings can offset its

cost and burden. Recent GSRC reliability projects,

including the Razor and Algorithmic Noise Tolerance

projects,1,2 leverage resiliency to lessen power de-

mands. Likewise, the Reliability and Security Engine

project is developing a processor-level framework that

provides security guarantees along with transparent

application-specific reliability.3
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Figure 1. Silicon process technology trends. The inherent

variability and high-failure rates of transistors in near-future

technology nodes will demand high-cost reliability service

and solutions, bringing the production of digital electronic

devices in traditional silicon designs to unacceptable costs

(a). The development of new low-cost, resilient designs will

make further transistor scaling economically viable,

extending the lifespan of CMOS-based silicon (b). In (a),

reliability cost = failure rate 3 (replacement costs and area

and design costs of defect-tolerant mechanisms). In (b)

reliability cost = failure rate 3 low-cost built-in defect-

tolerant mechanisms.
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The GSRC Resilient-System Design Team includes

16 primary investigators, who are faculty members at

10 universities. As Figure 2 shows, the team is

organized into four main research thrusts. Two thrusts

focus on cross-cutting solutions and infrastructure: the

exploration of high-level modeling, testing, and

analysis technologies; and runtime and in-field func-

tional verification methodologies. The other two

thrusts build on the first two to provide complete

system solutions for short-term stress reduction tech-

niques and longer-term error-resilient mechanisms.

The former provide solutions to issues already present

in today’s silicon designs; the latter are dedicated to

mid- and long-term issues of future silicon generations.

Figure 2 also lists sample projects under investigation

by the team. Here, we briefly describe the research in

each thrust.

Stress reduction techniques

Stress factors, including high temperatures, voltag-

es, and switching activity, exacerbate the system

reliability challenge. Thus, one of the team’s goals is

to develop low-cost monitoring techniques to dynam-

ically quantify the stress that a system is experiencing.

Quality-of-service scheduling techniques make it

possible to use system-level control to reduce overall

system stress, slowing down the inevita-

ble march toward system failure. A few

initial solutions focus on active temper-

ature management for chip multiproces-

sors (CMPs) through dynamic resource

assignment. In addition, similar system-

level control techniques can sometimes

reverse wearout factors such as negative-

bias temperature instability (NBTI).

Error-resilient designs

For some environments, system sur-

vivability and safety require facing faults

head on. Error sources such as gate

wearout, design errors, and metal elec-

tromigration can cause failures that must

be detected and corrected to keep the

system operational. For a system to

survive hard-failure events, it must in-

clude diagnostic capabilities to locate

the errant component, and a repair

mechanism to rehabilitate the system to

continue computation. The Resilient-

System Design Team focuses on devel-

oping error detection, correction, recovery, and repair

technologies for hardware and software components

of digital, mixed-signal, and mixed-technology sys-

tems. The team targets the development of system-

level checkers, online testing and verification tech-

niques, fault diagnosis, and repair and recovery

capabilities.

Failure modeling and cost-benefit analysis

To enable the development of research solutions in

the two previous thrusts, we are developing failure

models that assess the likelihood of a fault’s manifest-

ing itself and the cost of protecting against it. Accurate

failure modeling helps us understand which failures

we need to address and which fault tolerance

techniques provide the best protection. Cost-benefit

analysis helps designers determine whether including

a specific resilient-design technique will lead to a

cheaper component. We are also developing a scaling

theory that incorporates reliability along with tradi-

tional metrics such as area, performance, and power.

Functional verification technologies

The second core thrust investigates error detection

mechanisms through design-time (for functional

errors) and runtime (for silicon failures and functional
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Figure 2. Structure of the GSRC Resilient-System Design Team’s research

thrusts. The team is organized into four research thrusts: The two core

technology areas develop component solutions and technologies that are

used by the other two thrusts to provide near- and long-term

system solutions.
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errors) verification solu-

tions. As mentioned earli-

er, the growing complexi-

ty of digital designs has

created a verification gap

that allows all modern

designs to be released

with latent bugs. This

thrust develops verifica-

tion technologies that

scale more effectively, in-

cluding hybrid-analysis so-

lutions (such as semi-

formal verification) and

higher-level and semanti-

cally rich design languag-

es that facilitate automat-

ed reasoning about design

correctness. Additionally,

this thrust researches run-

time verification solutions that can correct design

errors that have escaped into silicon directly in the

field. These solutions include the addition of hardware

checkers or hardware-patching mechanisms.

Research in action
Here, we describe four projects developed in the

Resilient-System Design research effort, one from each

research thrust.

Fault modeling and resiliency analysis

Aggressive scaling of CMOS technology inevitably

leads to new reliability problems, such as the NBTI

prominent in PMOS devices and time-dependent

dielectric breakdown. These effects usually manifest

as a temporal degradation of circuit performance (that

is, aging). To cope with these threats, traditional

research has focused only on improving process

technology, and VLSI designers rely on simple guard

banding to bypass the analysis and optimization of

these time-dependent effects. However, with reliability

degradation exacerbated by continual scaling, a

conservative design approach will cause excessive

overmargining. To improve circuit reliability and

design predictability, it is critical to develop reliability

models that address emerging failure modes, and new

tools that predict and diagnose circuit performance

degradation.

To achieve these goals, we recently developed an

integrated modeling framework that accurately char-

acterizes two leading reliability problems: NBTI and

channel hot-carrier (CHC) effects.4 Both effects induce

interface charges in gate oxide, increase the threshold

voltage, and reduce mobility. Consequently, they

degrade transistor drive current, circuit speed, noise

margin, and matching property. Whereas CHC occurs

only during dynamic switching, NBTI occurs under

static stress and is the limiting factor of circuit life in

modern microprocessor and SoC designs.

Our unified reliability model is based on the

general reaction-diffusion mechanism.4 The model

captures the two steps that lead to circuit degradation.

The first step is reaction: Si-H or Si-O bonds at the

interface of the Si substrate and gate oxide break

under electrical stress. This results in the generation of

interface charges. The second step is a process of

diffusion of species generated from the reaction away

from the interface. As a result, the degradation rate of

the threshold voltage VTH has a power-law depen-

dence on the stress time: DVTH ! Ktn, where n is about

0.1 to 0.3.4 K is an exponential function of temperature,

voltage, and gate-oxide thickness due to the reaction

process.

A unique property of NBTI is the recovery effect. As

Figure 3 shows, during dynamic circuit operation, the

degradation of VTH can be partially recovered and

circuit lifetime restored. Using these observations, the

team developed a transistor-level reliability model to

accurately predict such a recovery effect.5 Depending

on the duty cycle, appropriately biasing the PMOS gate
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Figure 3. NBTI transistor-level effects: Tox = 1.2 nm (a); Tox = 2.2 nm (b). In the first half of

the experiment, a voltage stress is applied to a transistor, causing an elevation of VTH

due to NBTI. After removal of the stressing voltage, the recovery effect heals NBTI

damage over time. Our models capture these effects and closely follow measured data.
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can heal more than 75% of previous NBTI-induced

degradation. Such behavior indicates that duty cycle

control is very effective for minimizing circuit-aging

effects of NBTI.

To further explore design techniques for circuit

reliability, the Resilient-System Design Team will

implement these degradation models in circuit

simulation tools to diagnose their impact on dynamic

and static circuit operation, identify the critical

functional units, and evaluate trade-offs among design

choices. Analyzing circuit resilience is particularly

challenging because it involves time dependence that

changes with node activity, input patterns, voltage,

and temperature. Usually, these parameters are not

spatially or temporally uniform but vary significantly

from gate to gate and over time, owing to the

uncertainty in operations. On the other hand, we have

demonstrated that it is feasible to reliably predict the

bound of circuit timing degradation under various

input conditions.6 Based on an aging-aware library, the

proposed method recognizes a peak duty cycle (PDC)

for each path, which leads to the maximum timing

degradation. The exact PDC value depends on the

logic topology and is correlated from path to path. By

calibrating the upper bound of circuit aging, this

approach avoids overly pessimistic guard bands in

optimizing the design. Furthermore, it helps predict the

relative importance of circuit units under increasingly

severe circuit failure. Prediction of critical units is

extremely important for future resilient design because

it enables efficient testing and adaptive protection with

minimal area and latency penalties. The modeling and

prediction from these tools will provide early compre-

hension of failure mechanisms and design opportuni-

ties.

Introspective stress reduction via StageNet

Research into the physical effects of wearout on

circuits has shown that many wearout mechanisms in

silicon devices are progressive over time. These

mechanisms, such as oxide breakdown, hot-carrier

injection (HCI), and NBTI, negatively affect device

performance. For example, a device subject to HCI

experiences drive-current degradation, which leads to

decreased switching frequency. The recognition of

progressive performance degradation as a precursor to

wearout-induced failures creates a unique opportunity

for introspective reliability management techniques—

that is, techniques that anticipate failures by leveraging

dynamic timing analysis of logic in situ.

The StageNet research project focuses on tracking

the progression of wearout through a CMP system’s

lifetime, and adapting both the architecture configu-

ration and the system utilization to the dynamic circuit

behavior.7 StageNet has two main objectives: to create

a CMP system that can tolerate 100 device failures

while still delivering 90% of the promised system

performance over its lifetime, and to postpone (or

avoid altogether) the emergence of such failures

through intelligent reliability management. Rather

than performing online diagnostics and reacting to

failures, StageNet takes a proactive approach to

reliability management. Proactive management en-

ables StageNet to adapt to process variation or excess

stress on a system subset, thus maximizing perfor-

mance over the entire operational lifetime.

As Figure 4 shows, three tightly integrated technol-

ogies make up the StageNet system: in situ wearout

sensors, an introspective reliability management

software layer, and an adaptive architecture fabric.

In-situ sensors. StageNet uses an online latency-

sampling unit, the wearout detection unit (WDU), to

measure propagation latencies for signals in the

microprocessor logic. A statistical-analysis mechanism

then samples and filters this information, accounting

for anomalies in the sample stream (caused by

phenomena such as clock jitter and power and

temperature fluctuations). Thus, the WDU can

identify significant changes in a given structure’s

latency profile and predict a device failure. Online

statistical analysis allows the WDU to be self-calibrating,

adapting to each structure that it monitors, so it is

generic enough to be reused for various

microarchitectural components.

Introspective reliability management. StageNet

accomplishes reliability management using a runtime

software layer located just below the operating system.

This reliability manager receives chipwide sensor data

and analyzes short- and long-term trends indicated by

the data to create a reliability assessment of all

components in the system. It uses TRIX, a trend

analysis technique for measuring momentum in

financial markets, to analyze circuit performance

and to project future trends. TRIX relies on the

composition of three calculations of the EMA

(exponential moving average). The EMA is

calculated by combining the current sample value

with a fraction of the previous EMA, causing the weight
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of older sample values to decay exponentially over

time. The job assignment module uses the trend

analysis to guide thread assignment and migration as

well as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. By

incorporating direct measures of the circuit

performance provided by the sensors, StageNet

monitors damage from process variation and age-

related degradation in real time.

Adaptive architecture fabric. Graceful perfor-

mance degradation is essential to maintaining oper-

ation in the presence of wearout faults. StageNet uses a

more fine-grained approach for reconfigurability and

redundancy to maximize the computing resources

available over the lifetime of a system. StageNet is a

multiprocessor architecture that uses the pipeline

stages of a traditional microarchitecture as the unit

of replication. Stages, organized as a tightly coupled,

high-performance network on a chip, communicate

with one another through an interconnection rather

than pipeline latches, allowing a high degree of system

reconfigurability. The objective of this design is a

scalable, fault-tolerant multiprocessor system with

built-in redundancy and reconfiguration capabilities.

Figure 4 shows a simple configuration of two coarse-

grained stages, but a design can also be broken into

finer-grained stages.

The key insight behind StageNet is that as silicon

technologies continue to scale, resiliency must be a

primary computer system design constraint. These

systems must dynamically adapt their behavior to

account for high levels of process variation and device

wearout early in the product lifetime. Although system

performance will degrade over time, resource avail-

ability must be maximized to ensure that the promised

performance level is maintained.

Error-tolerant designs

As the severity of silicon failure increases, it will

become necessary to incorporate mechanisms into

the design that can detect occurring failures, recover

system state, and repair underlying hardware compo-

nents to allow continued system operation. With the

growing challenges of producing reliable components
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Figure 4. Introspective reliability management (IRM) in the StageNet multiprocessor system. The three central

components are the wearout detection units (WDUs) associated with each processor module (shown on the left);

the reliability manager, which analyzes sensor data to assess the reliability of the system and to control the

assignment of jobs onto the processors (shown on the top and right); and the underlying architectural fabric,

consisting of a network of coarse-grained processor pipeline stages (shown on the bottom). (ALU: arithmetic logic

unit; DVFS: dynamic voltage and frequency scaling; LSU: load-store unit; MAC: multiply-accumulate.)
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in extremely dense silicon technologies, this time is

probably not far off.8 Our BulletProof Project focuses

on developing system-level checkers; online testing

and verification techniques; and fault diagnosis,

repair, and recovery capabilities for digital systems’

hardware and software.9

The BulletProof pipeline is low-cost technology that

protects a processor pipeline and its cache memory

system from transient faults and permanent silicon

defects. As Figure 5 shows, BulletProof keeps costs low

through a combination of online distributed checkers

and microarchitectural checkpointing, which efficient-

ly identify defects and enable recovery from their

impact. The online checkers periodically inject test

vectors into the underlying hardware to verify that it

can function correctly. If the online tests succeed, then

the underlying hardware is defect free, and the

previous checkpoint is no longer needed. If a checker

detects a defect, a microarchitectural checkpointing

mechanism restores processor state by rolling back

execution by up to hundreds of thousands of cycles.

Once the system is restored to the last checkpoint, the

pipeline control repairs the hardware by reconfiguring

it to operate without the defective component,

possibly with a slight performance degradation. We

can keep repair costs to essentially nothing by utilizing

the natural redundancy of instruction-level parallel

processors and multicore processors. For these de-

signs, we simply disable the defective pipeline or

processing element.

To protect the pipeline from intermittent transient

faults and latch defects, we use a double-sampling

latch design. The design presented in this article is

based on a reliable pipeline solution we presented
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Figure 5. BulletProof defect-tolerant pipeline: overview (a), system architecture (b), and measured results (c).

Periodic online testing identifies defects at runtime. Microarchitectural checkpointing mechanisms implement

system recovery. The technique provides high defect coverage with minimal impact to system cost and

performance. (EX: execute; ID: instruction decode; IF: instruction fetch; MEM: memory access; SER: soft error;

SEU: single-event upset; WB: writeback.)
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earlier.1 It works by sampling all pipeline stage outputs

twice—once at the prescribed clock period, and once

again slightly into the next clock cycle. If a transient

fault is exposed, it will produce a glitch at the latch

input. Given the short duration of transient glitches,10

only one of the samples will capture the errant result.

Thus, if the samples differ, a transient fault has

occurred. This event can be recorded in a single bit

that can be probed at the end of checkpoints, in which

case the system state can be rolled back and

reexecuted.

The BulletProof approach provides high fault

coverage with very low area and performance costs.

It achieves low cost by avoiding traditional mecha-

nisms (such as dual-modular redundancy) that

replicate hardware (or computation) to validate

results. These approaches start with overheads of

100% and quickly rise from there. In contrast,

BulletProof detects the underlying failure mechanisms

that impair correct computation (hardware defects or

logic glitches) at a far lower cost than the resultant

errant computation. In a recent report, we extensively

evaluated the effectiveness, performance overhead,

and area overhead of our defect tolerance technique

extended to very low-cost software-based defect

testing.9 Implemented on a commercial CMP based

on Sun’s Niagara, the technique provided defect

tolerance for 99.2% of the chip area with only a 5.8%

area overhead. Through cycle-accurate simulation, we

showed that this level of defect coverage incurred an

average performance slowdown of only 5.5%.

Focus on correctness

Manufacturers and design houses alike strive to

validate and verify their designs as much as possible

during system development and then to contain the

impact of escaped bugs through publicly available

errata reports. Some escaped bugs are innocuous and

easily overcome through a basic I/O system or

operating-system update. But others are potentially

harmful to system users, system security, or system

performance.

We propose attacking this challenge by managing

and partitioning the verification effort between pre-

silicon verification and post-silicon runtime error

detection and correction. We base this partitioning

on the time and effort available for presilicon

verification. In presilicon, it is critical to address all

the system configurations (or design states) which

occur frequently at runtime. This is the task at which

presilicon validation is most effective. Frequently

occurring configurations have many more opportuni-

ties to appear and be analyzed in the relatively small

number of clock cycles that a logic simulator can

execute. In contrast, we address the verification of all

other design states—the rare configurations—as soon

as they occur at runtime through a hardware-patching

mechanism called field-repairable control logic

(FRCL).11 This mechanism performs in-field correction

of errors in a design’s control logic.

Most processor manufacturers maintain a specifi-

cation update document reporting all bugs that

become known after product release. From a com-

parative analysis of such reports, we found that most

escaped bugs are due to design errors in the

processor’s control logic and very often to interference

between multiple instructions ‘‘in flight’’ at the same

time. Hence, in developing the FRCL mechanism, we

specifically targeted errors related to dependency and

correlation between instructions. In contrast, we

assume that the system’s data path is operating

correctly. In fact, their modularity makes data path

components less prone to error, and solutions

(microcode-patching techniques) are available in

the industry to correct functional errors exposed by

individual instructions.

FRCL detects and corrects functional design errors

at a performance cost. As long as the error frequency is

sufficiently small, the performance impact remains

imperceptible (less than 5% performance impact for

an error frequency below one per 1,000 instructions).

In addition, the mechanism’s area cost is extremely

small (less than 0.1%). Its hardware components

include a state matcher and a reconfiguration

manager block. We route signals from the processor’s

critical-control state to the state matcher, and program

it to identify erroneous configurations. When the

matcher finds a flawed configuration, the processor

switches to a degraded-operation mode, which

excludes most system features and is simple enough

to be formally verified, yet can still execute the full

instruction set architecture, one instruction at a time.

After the program segment exposing the design flaw

has executed in degraded mode, we can switch the

processor back to full-performance mode.

We designed FRCL to handle flaws in processor

control circuitry for components already deployed in

the field. When customers detect an escaped error,

they send a report containing the error description,

such as the sequence of executed operations and the
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values in the status registers, to the design house.

Product support engineers investigate the problem,

identify the error’s root cause and the products

affected by it, and decide on a way to correct it.

Solutions include instruction or microcode patching.

However, these can have a very high performance

overhead or cost. In addition, they can only address

errors that manifest on individual instructions, so they

are difficult to deploy on instruction-interdependent

errors.

Figure 6 shows our solution as implemented in

FRCL. Based on knowledge of the bug’s cause and

which signals the matcher monitors in the defective

processors, the engineering team can create patterns

that describe the flawed control state configuration.

They can then send the patterns to the customer as a

patch, which is uploaded into the state matcher at

startup. Every time the processor encounters the

patched error at runtime, recovery begins, restoring

the correct processor state and advancing program

execution to effectively bypass the bug.

Our recovery mechanism requires no additional

hardware or processor watchdog. Instead, we identify

a subset of the processor’s components that is

functionally complete and, at the same time, simple

enough to be formally verified. We call this subset the
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Figure 6. Field Repairable Control Logic is a solution to correct functional errors in processors already deployed in

the field. FRCL enables a manufacturer to modify the system’s functionality over its lifetime, thus making hardware

as malleable as software. FRCL hardware patches are uploaded dynamically in the state matcher, updating and

correcting the system’s behavior (a). In FRCL’s dynamic execution flow, a matcher continuously monitors the

system’s critical control state, and upon detection of a bug the pipeline is flushed, and execution advances in the

fully verified degraded mode until the erroneous state is overcome (b). (PC: program counter; REG: register.)
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inner core because it is contained within the

microprocessor core and is a core in itself. From

another standpoint, the inner core is a defeatured

version of the full processor. It mostly includes data

path components; excluded features are most of the

performance-enhancing units, such as pipelining, data

forwarding, and branch prediction units. Only one

instruction can execute at any given time in the inner

core. This feature alone is easy to implement by

reconfiguring the fetch unit, but it automatically

excludes most of the complex control logic blocks

that deal with instruction interdependency. During

normal execution, when a buggy state is detected, the

pipeline is flushed and the processor switches to its

inner core. Because this mode is formally verified at

design time, we can rely on it to correctly complete the

next instruction.

Finally, the high-performance operation mode is

restored. Completion of only one instruction is

sufficient before normal operation resumes: In the

event that the pipeline again steps into an error state, it

will again enter the degraded mode to complete the

following instruction. On the other hand, a designer

can choose to run in degraded mode for several

instructions to guarantee that the bug is bypassed

entirely in a single recovery.

We are investigating several design trade-offs. For

example, we are deciding which and how many

signals the error-monitoring block should observe. We

are also looking for solutions that can prevent a system

from entering any potentially buggy state (a state that

hasn’t been verified at design time), thus providing

correct execution even with an underlying buggy

design.12

THE SUSTAINED PUSH toward smaller technology sizes

has reached the point where device reliability has

moved to the forefront of concerns for next-generation

designs. If not addressed cost-effectively, silicon failure

mechanisms threaten the yield and product lifetime of

future systems. Current design paradigms assume that

no gate or interconnect will ever fail during a system’s

lifetime. Additionally, existing fault tolerance tech-

niques, such as classical redundancy and core sparing,

are too expensive and unresilient to handle these

problems. At the same time, the growing complexity of

hardware and software verification has outstripped the

efforts of verification engineers and academic re-

searchers, putting the reliability of future designs at

risk. The GSRC Resilient-System Design Team research-

ers are working together to overcome these challeng-

es. Their effort to develop modeling techniques,

resiliency mechanisms, and verification methodolo-

gies promises to extend the useful lifetime of scaling

silicon technologies. &
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